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We are now moving towards the new
regulations for complaints
management. These have been delayed
significantly however they were
approved by Parliament in December
2019 and a go live date of 1st February
2020 has been set. Despite the General
Election, the Home Office feel that
these timelines are still realistic.

Staffing issues within PSD
This is now stabilising however PSD were
experiencing high workloads due to staff vacancies.
Recruitment has now been completed and new
starters are trying to get a grip of their new roles.
We have a new DI Steve Cartilidge in Counter
Corruption Unit (deals with complaints relating to
corruption for Police Officers, abusing authority
for sexual gain e.g. domestic abuse) and also
running Operation Topaz (operation that tackles
Child Sexual Exploitation CSE).

Operation Uplift (National increase in Police
numbers)

Training is being provided and this will
see a significant shift in the level of
complaints handled by PSD and more
focus on learning and reflection.
Steve Crouch has now been seconded to
the OPCC in preparation for the new
regulations where PCC’s will become
responsible for carrying out ‘Reviews’
(currently known as Appeals’.
Local policing bodies do not become
the ‘appropriate authority’ for the
complaint under any of the models.

The increased funding nationally for police
officers and locally through the precept increase,
has had a significant impact on the Vetting Team
as it has increased their workload. The SLT have
already considered the current departmental
structure and plans have been approved to bring
the Vetting Unit in line with PSD rather than the
Business Improvement Unit. The Vetting Unit
compliment the work streams of PSD and it is
appropriate it sits as part of this department.
There has been a peer assessment conducted into
the Vetting Unit which has assisted in identifying
the appropriate strategy to address the current
issues and this has provided 19 actions to
consider. This work will put Vetting in a much
better place with a sustainable infrastructure
moving forward.

Appeals
There has been one appeal upheld by the
IOPC since the last meeting in July 2019.
Whilst PSD feel that the officer’s action
was appropriate under the circumstances,
the IOPC disagreed and requested a
further investigation. PSD have concluded
that they stand by the original findings.
We await further response/direction.

New IRP Report
It was agreed by all present including C/Insp Yaxley that a revised IRP report should be produced which
provides a more succinct summary of the activity of the IRP and their findings as well as key highlights
from PSD and themes identified.
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PANEL FEEDBACK
This feedback report contains Panel members’ comments and views, both positive and negative, along with the
responses from the Professional Standards Department. All Panel member completed feedback forms are
scanned and are also available to the PSD to review.
HIGHLIGHTS OF POSITIVE FEEDBACK


Sgt Dudley BOND was commended by the
Panel on providing a very courteous outcome
letter which conveyed empathy whilst not
accepting the substance of the complaint.
(Case 10.PK Refers)



T/Insp Rob CHEESMAN was recognised for
his handling of a complaint which had
multiple issues highlighted including the
victim suffering difficulties with neighbours
and partner agencies. The assessment of the
complaint was clear and concise, setting out
all the issues and the action agreed by the
complainant to resolve them. (Case 8. PK
Refers)



PSD Investigator Nicholas CROCKER was
commended for good communication and
evidence through the consideration of facts.
(Case 2.AD Refers)



The Panel commended Insp Adam
GOLDING for his resilience despite the level
of abuse he received. (Case 3.AD Refers)

‘On the whole, the Panel were
very positive about the cases
that they reviewed citing
significant improvements in
recording, organisation and
tone of communication
including empathy and
reassurance’.



DI Gary Stephens was recognised for his
effective and efficient handling of a
mistaken identity complaint. The panel
felt his report showed that the complaint
had been taken seriously and thoroughly
investigated. The final letter was good and
demonstrated a fair and proportionate
approach. (Case 12.PK Refers)



A general recognition by the Panel that
there had been improvements in
timeliness and efficiency of
complaints.

The IRP and the Professional Standards Department
recognise the importance of the reward and recognition
of staff who are performing well and providing an
excellent service to the public. All those identified in
this session will receive the feedback from the Panel
and where appropriate, submissions will be made for
consideration of formal recognition by the
Constabulary.
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